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ଚչᏖؓழ࢚۵ࡋΛؓழ࢚
۵ΔਢቃໂᜯึऱழଢࢬᏁ
ऱΖᎅΚψᜯึऱழଢᏁΔݺଚչ
Ꮦլᜯึऱழଢ٦࢚۵ΔؓழչᏖ
࢚۵ࡋΛωڂԫ֊ԫ֊ຟਢطክ
ۖࠐऱΔؓ܃ழڶຍጟክΔࠩᜯ
ࡎึऱழଢ༉უլದࠐ࢚۵ԱΔࢬڇא
ؓழᖂထ࢚۵ΔଥՒऄ॰Ιᜯࡎ
ึऱழଢΔ༉ᄎسᄕᑗΖ
չᏖֱ۫سᄕᑗΛڂ
ॳᚦॲ۵چڂڇΔהऄ៲ֺऱழ
ଢΔམ࿇ԼԶՕᣋΔהᎅΚψ!ګݺ۵
հ৵ΔԼֱࢬڶऱฒسΔૉڶጠ࢚ټݺ
ᇆृΔݺԫࡳ൷֧ݺࠩהऱࠐΔല
ࠐګ۵Ζݺڇऱ㠪Δฒسຟਢطᓊ
ဎ֏سΔਚߪ᧯堚ྤΖωڂॳᚦ
ॲ۵࿇ຍጟՕᣋΔࢬאԫ֊ฒسຟᚨᇠ
ଥ࢚۵ऄ॰ΔຍਢৰኙᖲΔৰ୲࣐ଥऱ
ԫଡऄ॰Ζ
ڇᆖՂԾᎅΚψأऄழזΔԫᏙ
Գଥ۩ΔߔԫሐΔഄࠉ࢚۵৫Ζω
ᎅأڇऄழזΔ༉ਢڶԫᏙԳ߷ڇ㠪ଥ
۩ΔԫଡሐऱՈڶΙ࢚ڶ۵թ౨
سᄕᑗۖ৫Ζ֠ࠡأڇऄழ
זΔ࢚۵إፖԫԳऱᖲઌᚨΖ
ױਢຍଡֱ۫Δڇլਢأऄழ
זΔאױᎅਢإऄழזΖ৻Ꮦᎅਢإऄ
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hy do we have to recite the Buddha’s name regularly in ordinary
times? In ordinary times, we recite the Buddha’s name to prepare for
the time when we are dying. People say, “Since it is in preparation for the
time when we are dying, then why don’t we wait until when we are actually
dying to recite the Buddha’s name? Why we do have to recite the Buddha’s
name in ordinary times?” It is because everything arises out of habit. If you
haven’t developed the habit in daily life, then when you are dying, you won’t
remember to recite the Buddha’s name. So it is necessary to recite the Buddha’s
name in ordinary times, to cultivate the Pure Land dharma door, so when we
are dying, we will be reborn in the Land of Ultimate Bliss. Why will we be
reborn in the Land of Ultimate Bliss? Because when Amitabha Buddha was
still cultivating as the Bhikshu Dharma Treasury, he made 48 Great Vows, and
he said, “When I become a Buddha, if any living being in the ten directions
calls my name…if any living being recites my name, Amitabha Buddha, then
I will welcome him to my country and in the future he will become a Buddha.
In my country, people are born from lotus flowers, so their bodies are pure
and clean.” Because Amitabha Buddha made this great vow, nowadays living
beings cultivate the dharma door of mindfully reciting the Buddha’s name,
which is the easiest dharma door.
The sutras say that in the Dharma-Ending Age, one billion people may
cultivate, but not even one person will attain enlightenment; not one person
will attain the Way. Only those who mindfully recite the Buddha’s name will
be crossed over; only by reciting the Buddha’s name will one be reborn in the
Land of Ultimate Bliss and get crossed over. Now in the Dharma-Ending
Age, people are suited to practice the dharma door of reciting the Buddha’s
name. But in the West, it is not the Dharma-Ending Age; it could be said to
be the Proper Dharma Age. Why can we say that? The Buddhadharma has
only recently arrived to the West, so it is flourishing now. Therefore now
in the United States, many people like to practice Chan meditation, which
is a manifestation of the Proper Dharma Age. During the Proper Dharma
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ழࡋזΛ۵ऄଶଶႚֱࠩ۫ຍഏ୮ࠐΔ
إਢᘋ࣎ऱழଢΔࢬאڇڇભഏΔৰ
ڍԳᦟΔᦟؚ݄Δຍਢإऄऱ
ԫଡ।Ζإڇऄऱழཚ㠪ΔՈאױଥ
ຍଡ࢚۵ऄ॰ΔأڇऄऱழଢՈאױଥ
࢚۵ऄ॰Δ࢚۵ऱऄ॰ڇչᏖழזຟױ
אଥ۩Ιהࠡ࣠ڕऱش֛פլՂΔאױ
ଥຍଡ࢚۵ऱऄ॰Ζ
ࣔةኂஃᎅΚψڶڶՒΔ
ྫڕᚮߡॡΙԳஃΔലࠐ܂۵
లΖω༉ਢᎅԾΕԾ࢚۵Δړቝ
۔ॡۿߡྩڶऱΔאױԳऱஃ
।Δലࠐګאױ۵Δ܂אױలஃΖటإ
ऱԳΔՈ༉ਢట࢚إ۵Ιట࢚إ۵
ऱԳΔՈ༉ਢటإΖ٦ऱԫᐋ
ᝑΔటإݹऱԳՈ༉ਢటإΔట
إऱԳՈਢటإݹΙటإᝑᆖᎅ
ऄऱԳΔהᝑᆖۖᝑᆖΔՈ༉ਢట
إΖছ༓֚ݺᝑመΚψࡲٍຏΔᎅ
ٍຏΔࡳᐝႽࣔլዩ़ΖωԾᄎΕ
ԾᄎᝑᆖΔຍࡲᎅଫຏΙՈࣔ
ػΔᝑᆖᎅऄՈࣔػΖ٦ऱᝑΔ
܃టإऱԳΔՈ༉ਢటإࡃΙట
إଥയࡲऱԳΔՈ༉ਢటإΖຍଡ
ΕඒΕയΕ৳ΕΕឈྥᎅਢնࡲΔ
ូᆳΔᎅࠩߒຶΔຟਢԫଡΔ
ࠟڶଡऱΙլԫଡΔຑԫଡՈڶΖ
ψ৻ڇᏖᄎڶԱնଡࡋΛωݺ
ଚటإᖂ۵ऄऱԳΔڇຍଡֱچᚨᇠࣔ
ػΖڶऱԳᎅ࢚۵ऄ॰່Δऄ॰
լኙΙڶऱᎅऄ॰່Δ࢚۵ਢ

Age, people can cultivate this dharma door of mindfully reciting the Buddha’s
name, but in the Dharma-Ending Age, people can also practice this dharma
door of mindfully reciting the Buddha’s name. The dharma door of mindfully
reciting the Buddha’s name can be practiced in any period; if people don’t
practice other skills and dharma doors, they can always practice this dharma
door of mindfully reciting the Buddha’s name.
Chan Master Yong Ming Shou (Forever Bright Longevity) also said, “If
one practices Chan along with Pure Land, one is like a tiger with horns; in this
life, one can become a master; in the future one can become a Buddha.” That
is, if one cultivates Chan meditation and also mindfully recites the Buddha’s
name, one is like a tiger with horns; in this very life one can become a master
and in the future one can become a Buddha or a Patriarch. The one who truly
practices Chan meditation is also the one who is truly mindfully reciting the
Buddha’s name; the one who truly mindfully recites the Buddha’s name is
also the one who is truly practicing Chan meditation. Let’s discuss it at yet a
deeper level, the one who is truly upholding the moral precepts is also the one
who is truly practicing Chan meditation, and the one who is truly practicing
Chan meditation is also the one who is truly upholding the Precepts. The
one who truly speaks the Dharma and lectures on the sutras only knows that
he is speaking the Dharma for the sake of speaking the Dharma, which is
true Chan meditation. A few days ago, I talked about: “Once one penetrates
Chan, one penetrates the Teachings. The complete perfection of Samadhi and
Wisdom does not stagnate in emptiness.” One who knows how to practice
Chan meditation and how to expound the sutras penetrates both Chan
and the Teachings; when one understands Chan meditation, one naturally
speaks Dharma and expounds the sutras clearly. At a deeper level, if you truly
cultivate Chan meditation, then you also truly uphold the mantras; the one
who truly cultivates the Esoteric School is also the one who truly practices
Chan meditation. Although these schools of Chan, Teaching, Esoteric,
Vinaya, and Pure Land are five separate traditions, if you trace back to their
roots, ultimately, they are all one, non-dual. In fact, there isn’t even one—not
even one is there.
“Why are there five now?” you might ask. We who truly learn the
Buddhadharma should be clearest about this subject. Some people say that the
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ᙑᎄऱΔຍຟਢػࣔڶ۵ऄΖటࣔإ
ػ۵ऄऱԳΔԫ֊ऄઃਢ۵ऄΔઃլױ
ΔڶԫଡऄױΔࢬאਝྥڶऄ
ױΔ۶ؘԾᙰՂڜᙰࡋΛ۶ؘԾࠃ
ࠃބൣࠐიࡋΛࢬ܃אటࣔػऄԱΔ
ྤऄױΖױਢڇլࣔػऄऱԳΔ܃ኙ
הᎅڶءΔչᏖՈڶΔה༉؈ඨ
ԱΙࢬא۵ᎅᦞऄထኔऄΔᦞཕ༉
ထኔཕΔኔཕਢԫଡչᏖᑌΛኔཕਢ
ូྤࢬΔኔઌΕྤઌΕྤࢬլઌΔࢬ
אຍਢటኔऱཕᐝΖ
ݺଚ࢚ڇতྤॳᚦॲ۵Δຍ༉ਢ
ޢԫଡԳທ༉ݺଚ۞աऱᄕᑗΔޢ
ԫଡԳ๗ᣤݺଚ۞աऱᄕᑗΔޢԫ
ଡԳګ༉ݺଚ۞աऱᄕᑗΖຍଡᄕ
ᑗڶࠀԼᆄᏙ۵Ւ߷ᏖΔຍଡ
ᄕᑗՈటਢڶԼᆄᏙ۵Ւ߷ᏖΖ
ឈྥڶԼᆄᏙ۵Ւ߷ᏖᑌΔ܀ਢՈ
ݺ܃װנڶছຍԫ࢚֨Ιڂ،
ݺ܃װנڶছԫ࢚֨ΔࢬאᎅՈ༉
ڶԼᆄᏙ۵Ւ߷ᏖΔՈ༉ਢݺڇଚ֨
㠪ᢰΖຍଡᄕᑗΔ༉ਢݺ܃ฒءس
ࠐऱట֨Ζ܃ࠩࠐء܃ऱట֨Δ܃༉
ڇسᄕᑗΖ
ݺଚឈྥ࢚۵Δথԫ֚ᐡღຍଡΕ
ᐡღ߷ଡΔᐡღ֜ၺ༓ழൾՀࠐΔᐡღ
־ਣչᏖழଢڶԱΔԾᐡღ֚չᏖ
ழଢჅԱΕچչᏖழଢະԱΙݺააڽ
ԱΔᄎլᄎᏽچጂΛݺटटՋԱΔࠩᄕ
ᑗڶΛ܃༉ਢ࢚ڇ۵Δ߷ՈኾԱ
ৰ݃ࡑڍΔუࣟუ۫ΕუতუקΕუՂ
უՀΕუԵॺॺΔຍᑌᄕᑗՈլ
ᑗԱΖ܃৻ᏖᑌࡋΛ܃ψֱ՚ྤ
ᐡωΔչᏖՈլᐡլღΔԫ࢚֨۵Δ
߷ԫࡳࠩسᄕᑗΔԫࡳࠩسΖ
ࢬ࢚א۵ऱऄ॰Δ܃ྤᐡྤღΔՈլ
ୈՈլూΔՈլ۔Ոլ֟ΔՈլܰՈլ
ᕕΔۖڼڕբΖ
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highest dharma door is that of mindfully reciting the Buddha’s name, that
it isn’t Chan meditation. Some argue that only the dharma door of Chan
meditation is the most supreme, that reciting the Buddha’s name is incorrect.
All these people who say so haven’t understood the Buddhadharma. The
people who truly understand the Buddhadharma know that all dharmas are
the Buddhadharma, that there is nothing to attain, that there is no Dharma
to attain; since there is no Dharma to attain, then why do you put a head
on top of a head? Why do you look for things to do when there is really
nothing to do? Hence, if you truly understand the Buddhadharma, then
there is no Dharma to attain. But for one who does not understand the
Buddhadharma, when you tell him that there is nothing fundamentally,
that there is really nothing, then he becomes disappointed. Therefore,
the Buddha explained the Provisional Dharmas for the sake of the Actual
Dharma. Provisional wisdom is for the sake of true wisdom. True wisdom
returns to a state of nonattainment. True wisdom is knowing that the True
Mark is markless, yet there is nothing not marked by it.
As we are now reciting “Namo Amitabha Buddha,” we are creating our
own Land of Ultimate Bliss, adorning our own Land of Ultimate Bliss, and
realizing our own Land of Utlimate Bliss. This Land of Ultimate Bliss is not
as far as ten thousand billion Buddhalands away, but this Land of Ultimate
Bliss is truly as far away as ten thousand billion Buddhalands. Although the
Pure Land is ten thousand billion Buddhalands away, it is not apart from
the present thought. Since it is not apart from the present thought, it is said
to be not too far; it is in our hearts and minds. The Land of Ultimate Bliss
is living beings’ true mind. When you have reached your true mind, you are
born in the Land of Ultimate Bliss.
Although we are mindful of the Buddha, all day long we are worried
about this matter, concerned about that matter, worried about when the
sun will fall down, when the planet Mars will vanish, when the sky will
fall, when the earth will cave in beneath us. We worry, “When my mother
dies, will she fall into the hells? My father has passed away already; has he
arrived at the Land of the Ultimate Bliss yet?” Even when we’re reciting the
Buddha’s name, we’re mixing it with a lot of garbage—we think about the
east and the west, ponder about the south and the north, dreaming about
up and down—in fantasizing, the Land of the Ultimate Bliss is not blissful
anymore. So what should we do? We must attain “that square inch free of
worries.” Be free from worries and concerns as we single-mindedly recite
the Buddha’s name; then we will most certainly be reborn in the Land of
the Ultimate Bliss. Hence, to enter the dharma door of being mindful of
the Buddha, we must be without concerns and worries, neither weeping
nor laughing, acting neither old nor young, not making a ruckus or being
rowdy—that’s all it takes.

